
VLASS SURVEY DEFINITION TRANSIENT SCIENCE

CONCERNS

General Comments

The scientific return for transient science from the VLASS is two-fold:

1) There is tremendous legacy value in providing wide-field maps and catalogs as a reference
for future transient searches by the VLA, ASKAP, MeerKAT, LSST, PTF, Pan-STARRS etc.
In particular, we note the value of such legacy data in the future searches for counterparts to
gravitational wave events discovered by Advanced LIGO and Advanced VIRGO.

2) The VLASS will be at least one order of magnitude deeper than any existing radio transient
dataset and can be used to detect transients as they occur. To maximize scientific return from this
dataset, such transients need to be identified in near real-time enabling multi-wavelength follow-up
and characterization. This will require the necessary compute resources and pipelines to enable
this real-time data reduction and transient identification. Secondly, successful follow-up requires
VLASS observations be conducted when fields are observable at night time from optical telescope
sites. Finally, we recommend that a small fraction of NRAO resources be available for triggered
follow-up of detected VLASS transients.

Technical

Frequency: Survey volume and thus survey speed is a key metric for transient science, favoring
L, S and C bands (S. Myers VLASS White Paper). Given the planned surveys at L band with
ASKAP and MeerKAT, S or C band seem to be the logical choices with longer lasting legacy value.
Trade-offs: S band has > 2 times the survey speed relative to C band . However, the mean time
to peak flux for extragalactic explosive transients (GRBs, SNe, TDEs) is significantly shorter at C
band, making the possibility of follow-up of (near real-time) detections of transients more plausible.
The use of X-band is much slower in survey speed, but would be very useful in probing transients
as a function of frequency on smaller, multi-epoch fields.

Resolution: Transient sources are unresolved for all configurations. 10” resolution is generally
sufficient to ensure unique matching with deep optical catalogs (eg. SDSS) and thus A, B or C
configuration is required. Larger configurations enable better localization and are favored. In
particular, A configuration will often allow an immediate classification of an extragalactic radio
transient as nuclear or non-nuclear. However, we note that larger configurations require more
resources for real-time processing of data and detection of transients. In addition, the resolution of
the VLA is a unique advantage relative to other surveys and should be showcased in the VLASS.
Observation Mode: The use of on-the-fly (OTF) mapping allows the VLASS to be conducted
in a multi-epoch fashion, enabling transient science to be conducted commensally with very little
impact to the science delivered by the final combined map. The successful commissioning and use
of OTF-mapping is a high priority for transient science.
Choice of Fields: The presence of legacy data (eg. deep optical surveys) is a huge advantage
in categorizing radio transients. Thus we favor overlap with existing wide-field optical and radio
datasets, specifically SDSS and FIRST.
Wide vs Narrow: Significant return for transient science can be achieved for most manifestations
of the VLASS that are optimized for other science cases. However, maximizing transient science
does strongly favor wider field surveys, rather than narrow deep fields. For example, if the same
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amount of time is spent on a wide survey and a deep field, with N being the ratio of the areal
sky coverage, the detected transient population will be approximately

√
N brighter in wide survey

data, enabling follow-up with correspondingly more modest resources. Here we consider a two-tier
survey (Wide & Medium) that caters well to transient science.
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Survey Component

Tier 1: Wide

• Science Case: This 3-epoch survey would cover the 10,000 square degree footprint of SDSS
and FIRST. The result would be the most in-depth dataset for radio transient science ever
produced, exceeding any published surveys by two orders of magnitude. Most notably, the
VLASS will easily detect known populations of both Galactic and extragalactic transients.
Key goals include: a) Establishing the all-sky rate of known and unknown classes of transients
at the 0.5 mJy level, both extragalactic and Galactic. b) Determination of the rate and inverse
beaming fraction of GRBs and TDEs. c) Determination of the rate of obscured SNe in the
local Universe. d) Determination of the rate of binary neutron star mergers.

• Technical Requirements:

Parameter Requirement Science Goal

Area 10,000 deg2
Cover SDSS/FIRST

footprint

Frequency
S-band (C band is an acceptable

alternative)
Bandwidth 2− 4GHz

Cadence
3 epochs each spaced with gaps

> 1 yr

Separation exceeds the
typical evolutionary
timescale for most

classes of extragalactic
and galactic transients

Point Source Sensitivity (1σ) Per epoch: 70µJybm−1;
Combined map: 40µJybm−1

TB Sensitivity (1σ) any

Resolution S-band: < 10”
Unique optical/infrared

counterpart
identification

Configurations S-band: A, B or C

Full Polarization Yes

Time: 4630 hr
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Tier 2: Medium, Multi-Frequency

• Science Case: This tier of observations will cover 800 deg2, covering the entirety of SDSS
Stripe 82 and a Galactic plane field, and provide a 6-epoch transient and variability study at
S-band, C-band and X-band. Epochs will be spaced 1 hour, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 1 year
from the first reference epoch. This survey will characterize the Galactic and extragalactic
radio sky as a function of time and frequency.

• Technical Requirements:

Parameter Requirement Science Goal

Area 300/500 deg2
SDSS Stripe 82/Galactic

Plane
Frequency S/C/X (3, 6, &10GHz)

Bandwidth 1− 12GHz
Probing the transient

sky as a function of time
and frequency

Cadence S/C/X: 6 epochs each at 100µJy

Point Source Sensitivity (1σ)
Per epoch: 100µJybm−1;

Combined Map: 40µJybm−1

TB Sensitivity (1σ) any

Resolution S/C/X: < 10”
higher resolution is

favored
Configurations A, B or C
Full Polarization Yes

Time: S/C/X: 363/832/2027 hr – Total: 3222 hr
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